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TALK TO (STUDENTS) FACULTY

Student unrest Is unIversal and not all bad.
Some of the elements of student unrest we can do very Uttle about.

But the quality of their educatIonal experience we can do something about -

and we mUlti
They are highly knowledgeable, granted with many half-truths, when they
come .to us.
We must be "equal II to them I No, we must be aheod of them -- and I'm
not sure we always are.
We have talked In the past about the sharply upgroded level of expectancy
which high school grods should meet when they come to the college campus.
Now '!Ie must consider the sharply upgraded level of expectancy ~ foee
when we meet a new freshman class.
How well prepared for this are we?
First, let me say we are unprepared If assume that ~ need not change from
our best of 10 years ago. Let us not retrellt Into the false shelter of a changeless

God and eternal truth. Even the body of factuol truth changes and shifts in its
inner relationships and In the manner in which v«lous facets of truth apply to refleet upon contemporary experience. These students are not about to buy the old
pedestrian intro. courses we used to pawn off on them I

Now If you disagree with

-2this and challenge It and write It off as part of the Impudence of the dissident
students of our time, you are not saying
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much about them as you are saying

about yourself. And It will be like the Biblical rock -- when It and you come together, you will not break It In pieces; rather, It will grind you to powder! Now,

I'm not talking about giving up essential anchor points and guidelines; I'm talking
about the necessary changes and ImprovementJ by which we can preserve and
strengthen them in and for our time. So, get busy and nlmprove your course outlines, If Indeed there ore to be course outlines; revise your teaching methods creatively
to Involve and challenge these students of our time. And
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on I

My appeal is togo ahead now and explore and move ahead with the Impllcatlons of what changes we have already made. Apply them now to the grassroots
.Iements of our program - the courses, the requirements, the students, the articulation
of people and mechanic.. Otherwise, I predict that by 1980 Taylor University won't
be here -

and not for lack of financial support I

Cone Ius Ion ... our assets -I
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1. Uniqueneu

2. Admissions appeal
3. Quality of our program -I said we wi II defend tradition where It bears on euentlals and wi 1/ shatter
It where It Is for tradition's sake. So, get with it and shore up this 3rd asset I

